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EXTENDED WARRANTY EUROPE 

by 

DEWETRON GmbH 

Parkring 4, 8074 Grambach, Austria 

hereinafter referred to as “DEWETRON” 

 
1. TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

In addition to the GLOBAL WARRANTY, which provide for a warranty period of 12 months, DEWETRON 
grants an EXTENDED WARRANTY for a period of 12 months for certain DEWETRON hardware (see list-

ing, point 2) to the commercial end-user in Europe each time a calibration / maintenance of the prod-
uct has been done at DEWETRON’s Customer Care Center.  

The EXTENDED WARRANTY can be extended to a maximum of 5 years after initial delivery (12 months 
of GLOBAL WARRANTY, thereafter maximum 4 years of EXTENDED WARRANTY). For this purpose, a 
calibration / maintenance of the product must be carried out at DEWETRON at least every 12 months. 

At calibration or maintenance intervals greater than 12 months, the EXTENDED WARRANTY ends and 
cannot be granted from then on.  

The EXTENDED WARRANTY is available for products of end-users in Europe.  

Any products which do have a fault with regard to the materials or the production within the term of 

the EXTENDED WARRANTY will be repaired, fixed or replaced (from the available product portfolio of 
DEWETRON) at the sole discretion of DEWETRON. 

In order to claim warranty service, the customer must submit a written notice of the alleged defect to 
DEWETRON prior to the expiration of the warranty period. Subsequently, the affected product must 

be returned to DEWETRON in a timely manner for inspection. DEWETRON reserve the right to charge 
a fee for examining and testing hardware not covered by the warranty. 

The ownership of any replaced products or parts thereof will automatically be transferred to 
DEWETRON. Any performance under the warranty does not prolong the term of the warranty or trig-

ger a new warranty term, except replaced products and / or parts thereof within a repair for 90 days 
starting from the replacement.  

The EXTENDED WARRANTY will not become effective including but not limited to by an event as fol-

lows:  

> products and / or software of any third party;  
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> products or software which are amended and / or revised by any third party including by modi-

fication and / or the installing of any third party software; 

> batteries and wear parts; 

> measurement data; 

> software and operation system; 

> costs for calibration or maintenance; 

> any accessories (particularly cables…);  

> any sensors; 

> end-user specific adjustments of a regular DEWETRON product; 

and/or if the product and/or parts thereof and / or software have faults and / or damages which are 
caused in particular by: 

> improper and / or unduly care and use, any other use and / or operation of the products; 

> environmental influences (particularly humidity, heat, overvoltage, dirt etc.) including natural 

events or disasters; 

> uses / operation by persons not authorized 

> any non-compliance with the applicable safety precautions and rules of the product including 

its operation;  

> any non-compliance with the operating instructions and / or the user manual etc.;  

> force and / or violence (e.g. clout, hit, fall); 

> procedure and / or intervention which is not executed by DEWETRON authorized person;  

> any action and / or intervention which is not authorized by DEWETRON (e.g. repair);  

> upgrades of the operation system of the products which are not released by DEWETRON;  

> malware. 

The warranty does not include faults and / or damages of the products and / or parts thereof with 

regard to a third article and / or third party including consequential damages. Further, the warranty 
does not include any transportation costs, shipping costs and / or travel expenses of DEWETRON and 

/ or the end-user, as well as any costs in connection with replacement measures / replacement pro-
curements or the costs of persons called in on behalf of the end-user (i.e. in particular the costs of 

experts and / or consulting / legal fees), if any, which might incur in connection with the repair and / 
or fix of any fault and / or damage of the products and / or parts thereof. 
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The warranty shall be governed exclusively by Austrian law, excluding the conflict-of-law rules and the 

UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods. The sole place of jurisdiction is the 
competent court in Graz.  

 

2. PRODUCTS QUALIFIED FOR EXTENDED WARRANTY 
 

ANNUAL CALIBRATION CALIBRATION PRICELIST ITEM NAME  

PRODUCTNAME DEFAULT ALTERNATIVE COMMENT 
PUREC-50 CAL-PUREC ACCRED-CAL-PUREC   
PUREC-200 CAL-PUREC ACCRED-CAL-PUREC   

TRION3-1820-POWER-4 CAL-TRION-POWER ACCRED-CAL-TRION-POWER or 
ACCRED-CAL-DEWE2-PW-1PH installed SUB-x are included 

TRION3-1810M-POWER-4 CAL-TRION-POWER ACCRED-CAL-TRION-POWER or 
ACCRED-CAL-DEWE2-PW-1PH installed SUB-x are included 

TRION-1820-POWER-4 CAL-TRION-POWER ACCRED-CAL-TRION-POWER or 
ACCRED-CAL-DEWE2-PW-1PH installed SUB-x are included 

TRION3-1820-MULTI-4-D CAL-TRION-4CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-4CH   
TRION3-1820-MULTI-8-L0B CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION3-1850-MULTI-4-D CAL-TRION-4CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-4CH   
TRION3-1850-MULTI-8-L0B CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION3-AOUT-8 CAL-TRION-AOUT-8 ACCRED-CAL-TRION-AOUT-8   

TRION3-1820-MULTI-AOUT-8 CAL-TRION-8CH +  
CAL-TRION-AOUT-8 

ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH +  
ACCRED-CAL-TRION-AOUT-8   

TRION-1603-LV-6-BNC CAL-TRION-6CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-6CH   
TRION-1603-LV-6-L1B CAL-TRION-6CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-6CH   
TRION-1620-LV-6-BNC CAL-TRION-6CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-6CH   
TRION-1620-LV-6-L1B CAL-TRION-6CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-6CH   
TRION-1810-HV-8-B CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION-1620-ACC-6-BNC CAL-TRION-6CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-6CH   
TRION-1820-MULTI-4-D CAL-TRION-4CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-4CH   
TRION-2402-MULTI-4-D CAL-TRION-4CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-4CH   
TRION-2402-MULTI-8-L0B CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION-2402-dSTG-8-L0B CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION-2402-dSTG-8-RJ CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION-2402-dSTG-8-D CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION-2402-dACC-8-SMB CAL-TRION-8CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-8CH   
TRION-2402-dACC-6-BNC CAL-TRION-6CH ACCRED-CAL-TRION-6CH   
TRION-1802-dLV-32 CAL-TRION-x-dLV ACCRED-CAL-TRION-x-dLV   
TRION-1802-dLV-32-CAN CAL-TRION-x-dLV ACCRED-CAL-TRION-x-dLV   
TRION-1600-dLV-32 CAL-TRION-x-dLV ACCRED-CAL-TRION-x-dLV   
TRION-1600-dLV-32-CAN CAL-TRION-x-dLV ACCRED-CAL-TRION-x-dLV   
TRION3-1810-SUB-8 CHECK-TRION-X     
TRION-BASE CHECK-TRION-X     
TRION-TIMING-V3 CHECK-TRION-X     
TRION-VGPS-20-V3 CHECK-TRION-X CAL-VGPS-TRION   
TRION-VGPS-100-V3 CHECK-TRION-X CAL-VGPS-TRION   
TRION-CNT-6-L1B CHECK-TRION-X     
TRION-CAN-4-D CHECK-TRION-X     
TRION-POWER-SUB-dLV-1V CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-POWER-SUB-dLV-5V CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-SUB-5V CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-SUB-600V CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
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ANNUAL CALIBRATION CALIBRATION PRICELIST ITEM NAME  

PRODUCTNAME DEFAULT ALTERNATIVE COMMENT 
TRION-POWER-SUB-CUR-20A-1 CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-POWER-SUB-CUR-2A-1 CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-POWER-SUB-CUR-1A-1 CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-POWER-SUB-CUR-02A-1 CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
TRION-SUB-XV CAL-SUB-x ACCRED-CAL-SUB-x   
CPAD3-V8 CAL-XPAD-X ACCRED-CAL-XPAD-X   
CPAD3-TH8-K CAL-XPAD-X ACCRED-CAL-XPAD-X   
CPAD3-TH8-J CAL-XPAD-X ACCRED-CAL-XPAD-X   
CPAD3-TH8-T CAL-XPAD-X ACCRED-CAL-XPAD-X   
CPAD3-TH8-UNIVERSAL CAL-XPAD-X ACCRED-CAL-XPAD-X   
XR-series CAL-XR-X ACCRED-CAL-XR-X   
MSI2-V-600 CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-250R-20mA CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-CH-100 CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-CH-5 CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI-BR-RTD CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI-BR-ACC CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-TH-T CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-TH-J CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-TH-K CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
MSI2-STG CAL-MSI-X ACCRED-CAL-MSI-X   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-01 CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-01-UNI CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-04 CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-05 CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-06 CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-07 CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
SE-CUR-SHUNT-01-R CAL-CUR-SHUNT-X-DC ACCRED-CAL-SHUNT-X-DC   
     
     
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE PRICELIST ITEM NAME   

PRODUCTNAME DEFAULT ALTERNATIVE COMMENT  

DEWE3-PA8-RM SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-PA8 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-RM16 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-RM12 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-RM8 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-RM4 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-M4 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     

DEWE3-A4 SRV-DEWE3-MAINTE-
NANCE     
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